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Return to the future of Archform: Beauty. In the twenty-fourth century, Earth is vastly changed. Ecological
and biological catastrophe have raged across the planet, but for the survivors, it is a world of plenty. Even the
poorest live in abundance, and the upper class -- the ascendant -- command technological marvels.

Ten years ago, Jonat deVrai was a rising star in the Marines. But he shocked his superiors by walking away
from the Corps after witnessing atrocity and hypocrisy during the Reclamation of Guyana. Starting his life
over, he established himself as the world's expert on the effectiveness of "prod"-- product placement, the
only advertising which viewers will allow through the sophisticated filters they all use against unwanted
intrusions on their electronic link networks. Prod, reinforced with sublims and the "res" -- resonant
frequencies, a form of sonic branding -- is the wave of the future.

Jonat now advises multinational corporations on their prod campaigns, his busy life only occasionally
disturbed by vivid flashbacks to his military years. Then his comfortable world is upset when the Centre for
Societal Research approaches him to study the effects of res and prod on political campaigns.

After a res-heavy political rally for Laborite Republican Senatorial candidate Juan Carlismo, armed thugs
jump deVrai in a parking garage. A day later, a sniper ambushes him. What looked like a safe, lucrative
contract has suddenly turned dangerous. The stakes raise further when deVrai foils a remote-controlled
cydroid assassination attempt on a Popular Democrat candidate. Cydroids built from deVrai's stolen DNA
are turning up dead throughout NorAm.

Suspicion and conspiracy race around Jonat. Who wants him dead? Candidate Juan Carlismo's use of prod is
skirting the limits of legality. The Centre has its own obscure agenda and may want deVrai as a martyr. The
terrorist group PAMD is targeting ascendents in deVrai's family. And one of his clients is known for holding
legendary grudges - could he have gone over the edge?

With his life on the line, deVrai must sort flash from fact before it's too late.

Flash is a blend of all-out thriller and thoughtful social, political, and technological exploration that that gets
into your mind in a way even res and prod could never match.
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From reader reviews:

Nathan Ramsey:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important take action,
like looking for your favorite book and reading a e-book. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem;
you can add your knowledge by the e-book entitled Flash. Try to make book Flash as your close friend. It
means that it can to get your friend when you truly feel alone and beside that of course make you smarter
than ever. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you much more confidence because you can
know almost everything by the book. So , let us make new experience in addition to knowledge with this
book.

Martin McDaniel:

What do you about book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material if you want something
to explain what you problem? How about your time? Or are you busy man? If you don't have spare time to
perform others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored faster. And you have free time? What did you
do? Every person has many questions above. They should answer that question simply because just their can
do that will. It said that about guide. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is appropriate. Because start
from on kindergarten until university need that Flash to read.

Bertram Staten:

This book untitled Flash to be one of several books in which best seller in this year, that's because when you
read this guide you can get a lot of benefit in it. You will easily to buy this book in the book shop or you can
order it via online. The publisher of this book sells the e-book too. It makes you easier to read this book,
because you can read this book in your Smart phone. So there is no reason to your account to past this e-
book from your list.

Yolanda Harris:

Spent a free the perfect time to be fun activity to accomplish! A lot of people spent their leisure time with
their family, or their own friends. Usually they accomplishing activity like watching television, about to
beach, or picnic in the park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Will you something
different to fill your free time/ holiday? Could possibly be reading a book can be option to fill your totally
free time/ holiday. The first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of e-book that you should read. If you
want to attempt look for book, may be the reserve untitled Flash can be good book to read. May be it might
be best activity to you.
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